M/WBE Summary:

**RECOMMENDED FIRM:** BRANDSTETTER CARROLL, INC. - Total Participation:

- **NON M/WBE TOTAL – PRIME**
  - Brandstetter Carroll, Inc., Lexington, KY: 68.40%

**MBE TOTAL – SUBCONSULTANT**: 15.80%
- (MA) Chan & Partners Engineering, LLC, Austin, TX (civil engineering): 5.00%
- (MA) Encotech Engineering Consultants, Inc., Austin, TX (MEP & structural engineering): 5.80%
- (MH) Steinman Luevano Structures, LLP, Austin, TX (structural engineering, inspecting, foundation engineering, engineering services, professional): 5.00%

**WBE TOTAL – SUBCONSULTANT**: 15.80%
- (FW) Austin Architecture Plus, Inc., Austin, TX: 15.80%
  - (architecture, interior design, sustainability (LEED))

**ALTERNATE FIRM:** BRINKLEY SARGENT ARCHITECTS - Total Participation:

- **NON M/WBE TOTAL – PRIME**
  - Brinkley Sargent Architects, Austin, TX: 16.40%

**MBE TOTAL – SUBCONSULTANT**: 15.80%
- (MA) Chan & Partners Engineering, LLC, Austin, TX (civil engineering): 6.60%
- (MA) Encotech Engineering Consultants, Inc., Austin, TX (MEP engineering): 9.20%

**WBE TOTAL – SUBCONSULTANT**: 15.80%
- (FW) Architecture + Plus, Inc., Austin, TX (architect services): 8.90%
- (FW) Coleman & Associates, Austin, TX (landscape architects): 5.40%
- (FW) Baer Engineering & Environmental Consulting, Inc., Austin, TX (environmental engineering): 1.50%

**NON M/WBE TOTAL – SUBCONSULTANT**: 52.00%
- Counsilman-Hunsaker, St. Louis, MO: 52.00%